Analytical and Monte Carlo assessment of activity and local dose after a wound contamination by activation products.
The activity and local dose following a right index finger wound contamination by activation products are assessed. Measurements with a high purity germanium detector and a four positions measurement protocol enabled a better localization of the contaminant source. From the source location and detector calibration, the remaining wound activity and local absorbed dose were deduced. An analytical model, based on a two dimensional simplification of the problem, is presented. It is shown to provide a fast and quite accurate activity assessment when the contaminants are described as a point source. The contaminants' location and activity were then more accurately assessed using Monte Carlo calculations based on the OEDIPE software and a voxelized phantom of the index finger. Describing the contaminant mixture as a point source resulted in an agreement of experimental and computed data around 6% for most of the radionuclides. The total activity, due to 11 radionuclides, was estimated to be (9.5 +/- 0.4) kBq at measurement day. Since the point source is found to be less than 1 mm under the skin, the equivalent skin dose is calculated and found to be around 680 mSv in the first year after the contamination, and this value decreases to 250 mSv in the second year. The relevance of equivalent skin dose as an estimate of the sanitary risk is discussed, and it is concluded that for this case it gives the upper end estimate of the risk.